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Abstract
Background: Rabies kills approximately 59,000 people in the world each year worldwide. Rapid and
accurate diagnosis of rabies is important for instituting rapid containment measures and for advising the
exposed people for postexposure treatment. The application of a rapid diagnostic tests in the �eld can
greatly enhance disease surveillance activities, especially in resource poor settings.

Methods: From 2012 to 2017, a total of 179 brain tissue samples collected from different animal species
(113 dogs, 50 cattle, 10 cats, 3 goats, 2 horses, and 1 bear) suspected of having died due to rabies were
selected and tested using the rapid immunochromatographic kit from BioNote© company and compared
to the Gold Standard Fluorescent Antibody test (FAT) for diagnosis of rabies.

Results: Among 179 samples examined in this study, there was concordance in results by the rapid test
and FAT in 115 positive samples and 54 negative samples. Test result were discordant in 10 samples
which were positive by FAT, but negative (false negative) by rapid kit. The rapid test kit showed a
sensitivity of 92% (95% CI: 85.9 – 95.6) and speci�city of 100% (95% CI: 93.4 – 100) using FAT as the
gold standard. The positive and negative predicative values were found to be 100% (95% CI:96.7 – 100)
and 84% (95% CI: 73.6 – 91.3), respectively. Overall there was 94.41% (95% CI: 90 – 96.9) test agreement
(almost perfect agreement) between rapid test and FAT (Kappa value = 0.874).

Conclusions: Our results demonstrate the potential value of the rapid test kit for countries with limited
diagnostic resources, including Bhutan. The rapid kit’s inability to correctly detect 10 FAT-positive samples
(10 out of 179 (5.6%) were false negatives) in our study could have been due to the low viral load in the
samples (< 102.0LD50/0.03ml) which could not be detected by the rapid kit as compared with the FAT.
The human factor related to the varying experiences of the technicians who performed the test in the �eld
also may have in�uenced the test result. The rapid test kit is inexpensive, rapid and easy to use in the
�eld or in laboratory setting without the need for special training and can support to enhance rabies
surveillance in resource poor countries.

Background
Rabies is a 100 percent fatal zoonotic disease caused by Lyssavirus of the family Rhabdoviridae and
transmitted mainly through the bite of a rabid animal. However, rabies is preventable through three
proven and effective interventions – awareness education (i.e. making people aware of how to avoid the
bites of rabid dogs and to seek treatment when bitten), mass dog vaccination (i.e. stopping the
transmission of rabies at its source when a su�ciently high proportion of the animal reservoir population
is immunized), and post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) (i.e. vaccination/treatment of exposed human
victims). Despite the availability of these tools, around 59,000 people die from the disease each year
worldwide [1]. Approximately 80% of human cases occur in rural areas of economically disadvantaged
countries in Africa and Asia, and over 40% of rabies deaths occur in children aged less than 15 years.
Dogs are responsible for up to 99% of human rabies cases in the world. Rapid and accurate diagnosis of
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rabies following exposure to a rabies suspects animal is important for instituting rapid containment
measures and for advising the exposed people for postexposure treatment.

In Bhutan, rabies in animals are prevalent mostly in the southern parts of the country that shares border
with India. Sporadic outbreaks are also reported in the interior rabies-free areas, especially in eastern
Bhutan as a result of incursions and spread from the border towns [2–4]. Between 2006 and 2016, 17
humans have died of rabies in Bhutan, the majority being children below 15 years of age and around
7000 dog bite cases (1026 bites per 100,000 people annually) in humans are reported every year in the
country [5–7]. Nevertheless, Bhutan is on the right track to achieve zero human deaths from dog-
mediated rabies by 2030 as several control measures are in place in line with the global strategic plan of
“Zero by 30” [4, 8].

The surveillance of rabies depends on investigations conducted on animals showing clinical signs
suggestive of rabies, history of exposure and on laboratory investigations of brain tissue samples from
carcasses. In Bhutan, the rabies suspect cases in animals are diagnosed based on clinical signs and
con�rmed by testing brain tissue samples using immunochromatographic test common called as rapid
anigen antigen detection test kit (BioNote, South Korea ) in the �eld. In addition, brain samples,
irrespective of their rapid test results, are sent to the national veterinary laboratory located at the National
Centre for Animal Health in Thimphu for con�rmatory testing using the �uorescent antibody test (FAT),
the gold standard for rabies diagnosis [9]. Since 2012, the rapid kit has been widely used in Bhutan for
�eld diagnosis of rabies and has enhanced rabies surveillance in the country [4, 10]. Since it is expensive
to set up FAT or molecular diagnostic facilities in all rabies endemic areas in the country, a rapid,
accurate, inexpensive and easy to perform test is necessary to diagnose rabies in the �eld so that control
measures can be taken immediately in animals and also in humans exposed to suspects cases in the
�eld.

In this study, we evaluated the test sensitivity, speci�city, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative
predictive value (NPV) of a rapid antigen detection test kit produced by BioNote, South Korea to a gold
standard FAT for diagnosis of rabies virus in various species of domestic animals in Bhutan.

Methods
Sample source

A total of 179 brain tissue samples collected from different species of animals (113 dogs, 50 cattle, 10
cats, 3 goats, 2 horses, and 1 bear) suspected for rabies in different areas (8 Dzongkhags) (Table 1) at
different time points (from 2012 - 2017) (Table 2) in the country were used in this study.

Rapid immunochromatographic test (Anigen Rapid Ag test)

The Anigen Rapid Rabies Ag Test Kit (BioNote, South Korea) is a chromatographic immunoassay (lateral
�ow assay) for the qualitative detection of Rabies virus antigen in canine, bovine, raccoon dog’s
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secretions of saliva, and brain homogenates. The basic principle behind this test is the �uid migration of
a sample along a nitrocellulose membrane. Gold conjugated antibodies bind to antigen in the sample and
the antigen-antibody complex is then immobilized by a second antibody which is �xed on the test strip.
The rapid test kit has a letter of “T” and “C” as test line and control line on the surface of the device. Both
the test line and control line in result window are not visible before applying any samples. The control line
is used for procedural control. Control line should be always appeared if the test procedure is performed
properly and the test reagents of control line are working. A purple test line will be visible in the result
window if there are enough rabies virus antigen in the specimen. The specially selected rabies virus
antibodies are used in test band as both capture and detector materials.

For this study, the test was performed immediately after harvesting the fresh brain tissue samples in the
�eld according to the manufacturer’s instruction (BioNote, Inc). Brie�y, the cotton swab supplied along
with the kit was used to swab the brain tissue (hippocampus in case of dog and cerebellum in case of
cattle, goat, pig, and sheep) and then dipped the swab into the specimen tube containing 1ml of assay
diluent, and stirred/mixed well to ensure a good sample extraction. The swabbing of the brain tissue with
swab and mixing into the assay diluent was repeated for 3-5 times to ensure a good sample extraction.
The test cassette/device was removed from the foil pouch and placed it horizontally on a �at and dry
surface. Using the disposable dropper provided with the kit, four drops of the extracted sample (100μL)
was added into the sample hole in the cassette and the result was interpreted within 5-10 minutes
according to the manufacturer’s instruction. As the test begin to work, the appearance of two colour
bands - one on the control line (C) and the other on test line (T) within the result window, no matter which
band appears �rst indicates a positive result. The appearance of only one colour band within the result
window indicates a negative result and if the purple color band is not visible within the result window
after performing the test, the result is considered invalid. The directions may not have been followed
correctly or the test may have deteriorated in which case, as re-test was conducted. The rapid test was
conducted in the �eld by a trained veterinary laboratory technician or by a veterinarian immediately after
the suspected rabid animals have been either died, killed or euthanized. The brain tissues samples from
non-rabies endemic areas were also collected and tested for rabies virus as part of the surveillance
programme. After performing the rapid test in the �eld, the remaining brain tissue samples were collected
and preserved in phosphate glycerol saline (50%) and shipped to national referral laboratory, (NCAH),
Thimphu for con�rmatory diagnosis using FAT and to archive for molecular characterization. Although
most of the rapid test were conducted in the �eld using fresh brain tissue samples, some were conducted
at the national laboratory using preserved samples.

Fluorescent antibody test

The FAT was conducted immediately or within one day after receiving the samples from the �eld to
con�rm the diagnosis and was performed according to the procedure described by OIE [9]. Brie�y, the
brain tissue preserved in 50% glycerol saline were washed with buffered saline to remove the glycerol.
The brain tissue impression smears were prepared, air dried and were �xed in chilled acetone for 15-30
minutes. The impression smear slides were air dried and 150 µl of �uorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)
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conjugate anti-rabies antibody (LIGHT DIAGNOSTICS Rabies DFA Reagent, USA) which was prepared by
diluting at 1:20 ratio with PBS (PH 7.4) was added on smear and incubated at 370C for 30-45 min in
humidi�ed dark chamber. The slides were then washed with PBS thrice for 5 min each which will washed
away the unbound antibody and then washed with distilled water to stop the reaction. After washing,
slides were air-dried and mounted in 10-20 % glycerine buffer (pH 7.4) or used Dako Faramount Aqueous
Mounting Medium (ready to use) and covered with coverslip. The slides were examined under �uorescent
microscope at 20X. The presence of apple green �uorescence was considered as positive results (Figure
2).

Data analysis

The data management and analysis were done in Microsoft excel 2010 (Redmond Microsoft, USA) and
Stata version 14.0 (Stata Corp, USA). A two by two table (Table 1) was constructed to calculate the test
sensitivity, speci�city, positive predictive value, negative predictive of the rapid Ag detection test
comparing to the gold standard FAT.

where, true positive (TP) is the number of samples with true-positive results as determined by the gold
standard FAT and was also tested positive by Rapid Ag test. The false negative (FN) is the number of
samples tested positive to rabies virus by FAT but tested negative by Rapid Ag test. The true negative
(TN) is the number of samples with true-negative results determined both by FAT and Rapid Ag test while
the false positive (FP) is the number of samples tested negative by FAT but tested positive by rapid Ag
test. From Table 1, sensitivity was calculated with the formula [TP/(TP +FN)] × 100 while the speci�city
was de�ned as [TN/(TN+FP)] × 100. The positive predictive value (PPV) was calculated as [TP/(TP +FP)]
× 100 and the negative predictive value (NPV) as [TN/(TN+FN)] × 100. The con�dence intervals for the
sensitivity and speci�city were calculated by using the exact binomial distribution. The test agreement
between FAT and rapid Ag test was calculated using Kappa test. Kappa measures whether a test correctly
predicts an outcome. The Kappa value was interpreted as: below 0.0 poor agreement; 0.00 – 0.20 slight
agreement; 0.21 – 0.40 fair agreement; 0.41 – 0.60 moderate agreement; 0.61 – 0.80 substantial
agreement and 0.81 – 1.00 almost perfect agreement [11].

Results
The comparison of the diagnostic methods was carried out using different animal species brain tissue
samples. Among 179 samples examined in this study, there was concordance in results by the rapid test
and FAT in 115 positive samples and 54 negative samples. Test result were discordant in 10 samples
which were positive by FAT, but negative (false negative) by rapid test kit. Thus, the rapid antigen
detection test kit had sensitivity of 92% (95% CI: 85.9 – 95.6) and speci�city of 100% (95% CI: 93.4 –
100) when compared with FAT. The positive and negative predicative values were found to be 100% (95%
CI: 96.7 – 100) and 84% (95% CI: 73.6 – 91.3), respectively. Overall there was 94.41% (95% CI: 90 – 96.9)
test agreement (almost perfect agreement) between rapid test and FAT (Kappa value = 0.874). The test
discrepancies were observed with dog and cattle samples. The rapid test kit tested 45 dog sample
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negative when compared to only 37 samples being tested negative by FAT (i,e, 8 sample were tested as
false negative by rapid test). Similarly, rapid test kit tested 9 cattle sample negative when compared to
only 7 samples tested negative by FAT (i,e, 2 sample were tested as false negative by rapid test) (Table 5).

Discussion
The use of rapid diagnostic tests in the �eld can greatly enhance disease surveillance activities,
especially in resource poor settings. In the present study we have evaluated a commercially available
rabies rapid kit (BioNote©) for its �t-for-purpose in comparison with FAT, the gold standard test for rabies.
We �rst screened all suspected rabies brain samples using the rapid test in the �eld and then re-con�rmed
by the FAT. The results showed that the rapid test is highly speci�c and sensitive, but also encountered
some false negative results. The rapid kit’s inability to correctly detect 10 FAT-positive samples (10 out of
179 (5.6%) were false negatives) in our study could have been due to the low viral load in the samples
which could not be detected by the rapid kit as compared with the FAT since the rapid kit has low
analytical sensitivity to be able to detect only about 102.0LD50/0.03 ml in mice in both brain and saliva
samples. Therefore, con�rmatory tests using FAT and molecular tests are usually performed especially in
cases of inconclusive and negative results. This could also have been partly due to human factors such
as lack of experience of the technicians performing the tests. Other studies have reported diagnostic
sensitivities either higher (95 to 100%) [12–18] or lower (88.3 to 91.7%) [19–21]. However, one study [22]
detected poor sensitivity of the existing commercially available rapid kits when compared with FAT and
molecular test. Most of the studies conducted elsewhere had evaluated the rapid test with FAT and other
tests in the laboratory setting where the samples were collected from the �eld and shipped to the
laboratory for analysis, and possibly the tests were performed by trained technicians for all the samples
thus enhancing the repeatability and reproducibility of the test, thereby reducing the chances of false
negatives. In contrast, in our study, the disease investigation team comprising of the veterinarian and the
laboratory technician visited the outbreak area or suspect cases, harvested the fresh brain tissues from
carcasses and in most cases performed test in the �eld (on site of death of animals) providing immediate
results to the community or farm owners for control measures. Therefore, variation of rapid test results in
our study could be due to the varying capacity of the �eld veterinarians and technicians who may not
have been trained on the use of rapid kits. Although the positive test results indicate positive to rabies
virus while the negative test results were interpreted cautiously but were always correlated with the
history of bite and clinical signs of rabies. The rapid test results could have been improved if same
technician performed all the test, but this was not feasible logistically. Moreover, we did not perform rapid
test for the second time at the national laboratory other than FAT to recon�rm the rapid test results
submitted from the �eld to avoid wastage of the limited kits. Although simple and easy, a refresher
training on rabies diagnosis and surveillance to the �eld technicians and veterinarians on rapid test
protocol is recommended to enhance test result and enhance rabies surveillance.

Like in other studies, our results highlight the potential value of the rapid test kit (BioNote) for countries
with limited diagnostic resources. In the past, lack of point-of-care tests delayed the implementation of
rapid response to suspected rabies outbreaks since samples had to be transported for days to the
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national laboratory for con�rmation even though the preemptive control measures were implemented
based on clinical signs and history. Following the introduction of this rapid kit in Bhutan in 2012, the
epidemiologic surveillance and diagnosis of rabies in remote areas have greatly improved. The use of
rabies rapid tests complemented with epidemiological �ndings have enhanced the capacity of the �eld
veterinary centres to respond promptly to any suspected outbreaks of rabies and have also rationalized
the use of post exposure prophylaxis in cases of positive test results. However, in the event of negative
rapid test results, with strong suspicion for rabies (based on clinical signs and other epidemiological
features), samples are invariably referred to national laboratory for con�rmation using FAT. The current
rabies guidelines [23] recommends the use of PEP for all dog bite cases, especially in the rabies endemic
areas, and thus the serious implications arising out of decisions made based on false negatives is thus
taken care of. In all circumstances, negative cases are further con�rmed using FAT and results are
accordingly relayed back to the �eld units for follow up and shared with human health counterparts too.
However, it should be noted that rapid test alone should not be used as a con�rmatory test for rabies
particularly when the test result is negative.

The main advantage of the rapid test kit is that it is inexpensive (cost about USD 7 per kit), rapid and easy
to use in the �eld or in laboratory setting without the need for a microscope, electricity and yield results
within 5–10 minutes. Therefore, at least a �eld test such as this one is better than no diagnostic method
at all. Our data, along with those from many previous studies, also support the use of rapid test for rabies
surveillance in regions where FAT diagnostic facilities cannot be practically implemented. In resource-
constrained countries such as Bhutan, such rapid kits have greatly enhanced the possibility of providing
rapid response to suspected rabies cases and reduced further spread of rabies both in animals and
humans. As Bhutan is close to eliminating dog-mediated human rabies, enhanced and sensitive
surveillance is a prerequisite to rapidly detect and eliminate the infection and the virus. The use of rapid
testing to diagnose rabies in the �eld contributes to enhanced surveillance across Bhutan; supports
judicious use of PEP; and ultimately potentiates the achievement of elimination of dog-mediated rabies.
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Tables
Table 1: Total brain tissue samples collected and used for analysis from different species of animals (2012-
2017).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Table 2: Year-wise distribution of brain tissue samples tested between 2012-2017 (some of the samples that did
not meet the criteria were excluded for analysis).
 

Year Number of samples (percent)
2012 6 (3.35)
2013 25 (13.97)
2014 14 (7.82)
2015 9 (5.03)
2016 36 (20.11)
2017 89 (49.72)
Total 179 (100)

Table 3: A two by two table for diagnostic test calculation 
Rapid Ag test FAT

Positive Negative

Positive True positive (TP) False positive (FP)

Negative False negative (FN) True negative (TN)

Table 4: Test comparison between fluorescent antibody test (FAT) and rapid antigen test for rabies.
 

http://www.health.gov.bt/wp-content/uploads/moh-files/2015/07/National-Guideline-for-Management-of-Rabies-2nd-Edition-2014.pdf
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  FAT positive FAT negative Total
Rapid test positive 115 0 115
Rapid test negative 10 54 64

Total 125 54 179

 
 
 
 
Note: Se=115/125 =92; Sp =54/54 =100;
PPV=115/115 =100; NPV=54/64 =84.4

 
Table 5: Comparison of rabies diagnosis results obtained with FAT and Rapid antigen test kit on 179 species of
animals in Bhutan (2012-2017). 

Samples Result FAT Rapid test
Bear (n=1) Positive 0 0

Negative 1 1
Cat (n=10) Positive 2 2

Negative 8 8
Cattle (n=50) Positive 43 41

Negative 7 9
Dog (n=113) Positive 76 68

Negative 37 45
Goat (n=3) Positive 3 3

Negative 0 0
Horse (n=2) Positive 1 1

Negative 1 1
Total (n=179) Positive 125 115
  Negative 54 64

Figures

Figure 1

Harvesting brain tissues from carcass and performing rapid test in the �eld (on the site of death); rapid
test positive to rabies virus showing clear “C” and “T” line (bottom 2 test cassette); rapid test negative to
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rabies virus showing only one line (here “C” line (upper 2 test cassette).

Figure 2

Results of a FAT. Presence of apple green �uorescence – positive to rabies virus (a) and negative to
rabies virus (b)

Figure 3

Test comparison between FAT and rapid test


